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Travel bookings to the province are up 25% over 2001. * Canadian destinations are ultra-affordable

for US travelers. * Hike the East Coast Trail to Cape Spear, the easternmost point in North America,

and watch humpback whales migrate north while 10,000-year-old icebergs drift south. * In addition

to hiking, fishing, kayaking, and wildlife viewing, take it a little easier and enjoy the province's

historical and cultural attractions in the capital of St. John's and elsewhere.
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Here's what the critics say about Frommer's: "Amazingly easy to use. Very portable, very complete."

â€”Booklist "The only mainstream guide to list specific prices. The Walter Cronkite of

guidebooksâ€”with all that implies." â€”Travel & Leisure "Complete, concise, and filled with useful

information." â€”New York Daily News "Hotel information is close to encyclopedic." â€”Des Moines

Sunday Register "Detailed, accurate and easy-to-read information for all price ranges." â€”Glamour

Magazine

Experience a place the way the locals do. Enjoy the best it has to offer. And avoid tourist traps. At

Frommer's, we use 150 outspoken travel experts around the world to help you make the right

choices. Frommer's. your guide to a world of travel experience. Choose the Only Guide That Gives

You:  True insight into the gracious inhabitants and stunning locale. Outspoken opinions on what's

worth your time and what's not. Exact prices, so you can plan the perfect trip no matter what your



budget. Off-the-beaten-path experiences and undiscovered gems, plus new takes on top

attractions. The best hotels and restaurants in every price range, with candid reviews.

Very well written. Just got through reviewing the trip planned for us by Maxxim Vacations. Will be

very useful as we follow the itinerary they booked for us. Useful information. Great advice for getting

the most out of the trip.

The 2nd edition proved very useful for my last Newfoundland trip, so I bought the just-published 3rd

edition for my next trip. But when I opened the book I discovered a major publishing error: the

two-page map of Gros Morne National Park, one of Newfoundland's most important destinations, is

missing. A map of a different park appears in its place. A few weeks after I informed Frommer's,

they sent me a PDF version of the missing map. They also said they'd post it to the "updates"

section of their web site, but as of June 2008 it still isn't there.So, one star to Frommer's for their

error and their failure to correct it months after learning of it. But five stars to Andrew Hempstead for

the rest of the content, which is at least as good as that in the 2nd edition. Too bad he was let down

by his publisher. If you're the kind of person who doesn't mind a Maine guidebook missing a map of

Acadia National Park or an Arizona guidebook missing a map of the Grand Canyon area, feel free to

purchase this.

A combination of this book and the stuff I received directly from Newfoundland and Labrador

Tourism helped me to plan our trip for this coming summer down to the minute (literally.) I found

hotels, b&b's, ferries, historic spots, even restaurants, all with remarks that let me know things like

how much time to schedule to tour somewhere to which room to ask for at a B&B.NL is not an easy

place to plan to visit - it takes a lot to get there (whether driving or flying) and there aren't many

resources available to research well ahead of time. Online isn't too bad - but because most of what

you find is run by the business/location itself, there are only going to be positive reviews; and many

places don't list their prices on their websites.Frommer's are always reliable; this one specifically

was a real help.I also recommend reading some other books about Newfoundland before going -

the usual "The Shipping News" and "Theater of Fish."

I recently spent three weeks travelling around Newfoundland and constantly referred to this book. It

has lots of handy information eg we were looking for the walking track to Steady Brook Falls and in

the book it told us the track stated behind the Tim Hortons; we would never have found it otherwise.



A very useful guide book.

Excellent coverage of the areas in and outside of St. John, Good tips for Gros Morne National Park

(Rocky Harbor), the northern peninsula, and the Irish Loop. I would expect similar results from the

other areas that we did not visit.The background information for each of the areas was just right.On

the whole a comprehensive and reliable reference.

I just purchased a copy of the Frommer's Newfoundland and Labrador guide book. Frommer's still

hasn't fixed the map error on page 178-179. It still shows a map of Terra Nova National Park

instead of Gros Morne National Park. And Frommer's still hasn't posted a corrected map in the

updates section of their website. I was going to request a corrected copy via their website, but they

wanted too much personal information to submit a request. I didn't want to be spammed with junk

email and snail mail. I give Frommer's a big fat F in customer service.

Great little book in very good shape, looked brand new

Wow, can't believe I never reviewed this book before -- it's terrific in giving you an overview for

Newfoundland. I did find that because the tourism and travel industry is updating so fast you need to

supplement it with some online research. But overall it's a good guide to discovering the hidden

treasures on the Rock. Newfoundland residents know how to not only be greateful but may be the

rolemodels for sharing -- it was a fabulous Trip in 2006.
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